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ABELIA             162

ABUTILON         162

ACANTHUS        44, 148

ACHILLEA           44

ACORUS            36, 137

ACTAEA            44

ADENOPHORA (Campanula) 45

ADIANTUM       132

AGAPANTHUS   45, 148

AGASTACHE      45

AJUGA              46

AKEBIA 124

ALSTROEMERIA  150

ANEMONE        48

ANISODONTEA  162

ANTENNARIA     16

ANTIRRHINUM    50, 152

ARBUTUS          162

ARENARIA          16

ARMERIA          16

ARTEMISIA        50

ARUNDO           36, 137

ASTELIA             137

ASTER               50

ASTILBE            50

ASTRANTIA         51

ATHYRIUM        132

AUBRIETA         17

AUCUBA           162

AZALEA             163

BERBERIS          163

BERGENIA         51

BRACHYGLOTTIS (Senecio) 165

BRUNNERA         52, 152

BUDDLEJA         165

CALAMAGROSTIS 36

CALLICARPA       167

CALLISTEMON    167

CAMELLIA          168

CAMPANULA     17, 52

CANNA              53, 152

CAREX              37, 137

CARYOPTERIS    169

CEANOTHUS      169

CENTAUREA       53

CERASTIUM       17

CERATOSTIGMA 171

CHAENOMELES 171

CHOISYA           172

CISTUS              172

CLEMATIS         124

CONVOLVULUS   173

COPROSMA       174

CORDYLINE        138

COREOPSIS       54

CORNUS            175

COROKIA           175

CORTADERIA      139

CORYDALIS        55

COTINUS           175

COTONEASTER   176

CRINODENDRON 176

CYRTOMIUM     132

CYTISUS            176

DAHLIA              56

DELOSPERMA    18

DELPHINIUM     57

DESCHAMPSIA  39

DEUTZIA           177

DIANTHUS         21

DICENTRA          58

DIERVILLA          177

DIGIPLEXIS        59

DIGITALIS          59

DOODIA            132

DRYOPTERIS      132

ECHINACEA       62

ELAEAGNUS       177

ELYMUS            39, 139

ERIGERON          22

ERODIUM          22

ESCALLONIA       178

EUCALYPTUS     179

EUONYMUS      179

EUPATORIUM    68

EUPHORBIA       68, 153

EXOCHORDA      181

FALLOPIA           127

FATSIA              68, 181

FESTUCA           39, 139

FORSYTHIA        181

FUCHSIA           182

GAILLARDIA        69

GARDENIA         183

GAULTHERIA       183

GAURA              70

GENISTA           183

GERANIUM        71, 153

GEUM              73

GREVILLEA         183

GRISELINIA         183

HAKONECHLOA  39, 140

HALIMIUM        183

HEBE               184

HEDERA            75, 127

HELENIUM        76

HELIANTHEMUM                       22

HELIANTHUS      77

HEUCHERA        23, 77, 154

HEUCHERELLA    85

HOSTA              87, 156

HOUTTUYNIA     89, 156

HYDRANGEA     127, 184

HYPERICUM      187

IBERIS               23

ILEX                  187

IMPERATA         140

JACOBINIA        188

JASMINUM       127, 188

KERRIA              188

KNIPHOFIA        89

LAMIUM          24

LAMPRANTHUS  24

LAURUS             188

LAVANDULA       9, 188

LAVATERA         190

LEUCANTHEMUM                     92

LEUCOTHOE      190

LEYCESTERIA     190

LIGUSTRUM       191

LIRIOPE            140

LITHODORA        24

LOMANDRA       140

LONICERA          128

LOPHOMYRTUS 191

LORAPETALUM  191

LUMA               191

LYTHRUM          93

MAGNOLIA         192

MAHONIA          192

MATTEUCCIA      133

MISCANTHUS     141

MONARDA         94

MUSA               157

MYRTUS             192

NANDINA          192

NEPETA            95

OENOTHERA      95

OPHIOPOGON   141

OROSTACHYS     24

OSMANTHUS     193

OSMUNDA        133

PACHYSANDRA  193

PANICUM          40, 142

PARAHEBE        193

PARTHENOCISSUS 129

PASSIFLORA        129

PENNISETUM    41, 142

PENSTEMON     96, 158

PEROVSKIA        193

PERSICARIA        98

PHALARIS           42

PHILADELPHUS  194

PHLOX               24, 98

PHORMIUM      143

PHOTINIA          194

PHYLLITIS           133

PHYSOCARPUS  195

PIERIS               195

PITTOSPORUM   196

POLEMONIUM   99

POLYSTICHUM   133

POTENTILLA        198

PRIMULA           99

PROSTANTHERA  199

PRUNUS            199

PULMONARIA     101

PYRACANTHA     199

RHODODENDRON 200

ROSMARINUS    200

RUDBECKIA      103

SAGINA             25

SALIX                201

SALVIA              108

SAMBUCUS       201

SANTOLINA        110, 201

SAPONARIA       25

SARCOCOCCA     202

SAXIFRAGA        25

SCABIOSA         110

SCHIZACHYRIUM                      42

SEDUM            25, 110

SEMPERVIVUM 31, 120

SENECIO           160

SILENE              112

SOLANUM         129

SOLIDAGO         112

SOLLYA              129

SORBARIA          202

SPIRAEA           202

STACHYS           112

STIPA               145

STOKESIA          112

SYMPHORICARPOS 203

SYRINGA           203

TEUCRIUM        203

THALICTRUM      113

THYMUS           33

TIARELLA            113, 160

TRACHELOSPERMUM 129

TULBAGHIA       145

UNCINIA            145

VERBASCUM     114

VERBENA          115

VERONICA         115

VIBURNUM       203

VINCA               204

VIOLA                34, 116

WEIGELA          205

WOODWARDIA  133

YUCCA              145

ZALUZIANSKYA  34
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. In these conditions, the “Company” means Newey Limited. 

the “buyer” means each person, firm or company purchasing 
any goods, “consumer” means persons as defined in section 
12 Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 and “goods” means 
the goods or materials supplied or to be supplied by the 
Company to the buyer.

1.2. These conditions shall apply to the contract between the 
Company and the buyer for the sale of those goods detailed 
in the order.

1.3. These conditions shall apply to the exclusion of any terms or 
conditions which the buyer or any other person may state 
or refer to in correspondence, order forms or otherwise, 
whether before or after receipt by the buyer of these 
conditions and notwithstanding any purported stipu- lation 
by the buyer to the contrary or any custom, practice or 
course of dealing.

1.4. No variation, exclusion or waiver of any of these conditions 
shall be effective unless made in writing by a duly authorised 
representative of the Company.

2. ORDERS
2.1. The buyer’s order (whether given orally or in writing) shall 

be deemed to be an offer to purchase the goods specified in 
the order. Such offer shall be deemed to have been accepted 
on despatch of the goods.

2.2. The parties agree that if the buyer is entitled to reject part of 
a delivery of goods the buyer shall only be entitled to reject 
that part of the goods and shall accept the balance. 

3. PRICE
3.1. The price payable for the goods shall (subject as provided 

below) be the price specified in the Company’s price list in 
force at the date of despatch or collection. The Company 
reserves the right to vary any such price without notice at 
any time prior to contract.

3.2. All prices for goods quoted by the Company are exclusive 
of Value Added Tax but are carriage paid to the UK 
Mainland only (excluding the Scottish Highlands). Delivery 
to addresses outside of the UK mainland and the Scottish 
Highlands are subject to additional delivery charges.

3.3. Deliveries made to ports on the Channel Islands, Isle of 
Wight and the Isle of Man (in accordance with sub-clause 
5.8 below) are also subject to additional delivery charges.

3.4. All prices quoted by the company for “carriage” are 
subject to a minimum order of: Liners – 64 Trays (approx. 
2 trolleys) per consignment, Plugs – 32 Trays (1 trolley) per 
consignment, Combined (Liners & Plugs) – 64 Trays (approx. 
2 trolleys) per consignment.

4. PAYMENT
4.1. Payment of invoices shall be made in full without deduction, 

set off or counterclaim no later than the time specified on 
the relevant invoice, time to be of the essence. 

4.2. Where an invoice is not paid by its due date then the time 
for payment of all invoices then unpaid shall be forthwith 
and the buyer shall pay interest (both before and after 
judgment) on the total sums owing to the Company at a 
rate of 8% plus Bank of England base rate per month. Such 
interest will accrue on a daily basis.

4.3. The buyer will be liable, on a full indemnity basis, for all 
costs, expenses and liabilities of whatever nature incurred 
by the Company in recovery or settlement of debts not paid 
by the due date.

4.4. The date that the Company has been paid shall be the date 
that the Company’s bank irrevocably credits the Company’s 
account. The Company shall use all reasonable endeavours 
to ensure this is as early as possible.

5. DELIVERY AND PASSING OF PROPERTY AND RISK TO BUYER
5.1. Goods shall be delivered at the place of delivery as stated on 

the invoice or on collection by or on behalf of the buyer.
5.2. Risk of damage to or loss of the goods shall pass to the 

buyer at the time of delivery or collection or if the buyer 
wrongfully fails to take delivery of the goods at the time 
when the Company has tendered delivery of the goods. 

5.3. If the buyer fails to take delivery of any goods ordered by 
him the buyer shall pay the Company a commercial rate 
for the handling, storage and re-delivery of such goods 
from the date of such failure to the date when the buyer 
takes delivery. Should the buyer fail to take delivery within 
7 days of the original date for delivery of any goods the 
Company shall be able to treat such contract as having been 
repudiated and the parties agree that 100% of the purchase 
price shall be payable by the buyer as liquidated damages.

5.4. Whilst every effort will be made by the Company to effect 
delivery in accordance with any pre-arranged dates, all 
delivery dates and schedules stated by the Company are 
approximate and shall not imply any obligation on its part to 
deliver the goods on any particular date or within the time 
stipulated. The Company shall in no circumstances be liable 
for any loss or damage the buyer may incur as a result of or 
in connection with the delays in delivery.

5.5. The buyer shall inspect the goods on delivery and it is 
agreed that unless the buyer immediately rejects the goods 
and the carrier leaves with them then the buyer shall be 
deemed to have accepted the same.

5.6. Notwithstanding delivery and the passing of risk in 
the goods to the buyer, or any other provision of these 
conditions, title to the goods shall only pass to the buyer on 
receipt by the Company in cash or cleared funds payment in 
full of the price of (1) the goods and (2) all other goods of 
whatever nature agreed to be sold by the Company to the 
buyer for which payment is then due.

5.7. The delivery vehicles used by the Company are mostly 
articulated lorries, and require sufficient space to manoeuvre 
for delivery. Deliveries will not be made where the ground 

is uneven, not suitable to unload or likely to cause damage 
to the vehicle. The Buyer is responsible for making the 
Company aware of all access restrictions to the delivery 
address upon placing an order. The Company reserves the 
right to source an alternative vehicle in order to fulfil the 
order at the cost of the Buyer

5.8 The Company reserves the right to refuse delivery to any 
address within 14 days of the delivery address being 
confirmed by the buyer. Where alternative delivery 
addresses are agreed sub-clauses 5.1 to 5.7 are still 
applicable.

6. DANISH TROLLEYS
6.1. If goods are delivered to the Buyer by Container Centralen 

Trolleys and Pot Plant Containers and shelves and these 
are left at the Buyer’s premises, the following terms and 
conditions shall apply.
i. All such trolleys, containers and shelves delivered by 

the Company to the Buyer shall be used for no purpose 
other than for containing plants delivered by the 
Company.

ii. Ownership of the said trolleys, containers and shelves 
shall in no circumstances pass to the Buyer.

iii. All such trolleys, containers and shelves (or equivalent in 
number and condition) are returnable to the Company 
on demand and shall be returned in good condition.

iv. While trolleys, containers and shelves are on the Buyer’s 
premises or within the Buyer’s control, the Buyer shall 
take all reasonable steps to keep and secure the same in 
good condition and any loss of or damage (howsoever 
caused) to the trolleys or containers or shelves shall 
be charged to the Buyer (together with any rental 
and handling costs involved) at the then current rate 
charged by Container Centralen until such time as they 
are returned in good condition.

v. All trolleys and shelves shall be exchanged like for like
vi. All returned trolleys must have the correct Container 

Centralen identification at the time the sale is made.
vii. Non exchange of like for like trolleys will incur daily 

rental charges in line with those set by Container 
Centralen.

7. CLAIMS
7.1. The buyer shall as set out in sub-clause 5.5 inspect the 

goods on their arrival or collection and shall be responsible 
for any consequential losses caused by any defects in the 
goods that a reasonably competent person in the buyer’s 
position would have detected during a reasonably thorough 
inspection.

7.2. Any claim by the buyer which is based on short delivery 
or that the condition of the goods makes their quality 
unsatisfactory or their failure to correspond with the 
Company’s specification for such goods must (irrespective 
of whether the goods have been accepted or purportedly 
rejected in accordance with sub-clause 5.5 above) be made 
in writing and be received by the Company setting out both 
the basis and level of the claim within 2 days after delivery 
of the goods to the buyer. The Company has the right to 
request photographic evidence to support any claim, this 
must also be provided within 24 hours of a request being 
made in writing to the buyer. Failing this, the buyer shall 
be deemed to have accepted the goods unconditionally 
and the Company shall have no liability for any such short 
delivery, unsatisfactory quality or failure to correspond with 
specification.

7.3. The Company shall have 2 days from the receipt of such a 
claim to accept or reject the claim and communicate the 
same to the buyer (time not being of the essence). If the 
Company accepts the validity of a claim the Company shall 
be entitled (at its option) to replace such goods free of 
charge or issue a credit note for the invoice value of such 
goods and having done so shall have no further liability 
to the buyer in respect of such defect or failure. All goods 
subject to credit note or replacement must be returned to 
the Company or destroyed.

8. WARRANTIES
8.1. Other than in respect of death or personal injury caused by 

the negligence of or a breach of contract by the Company, 
the Company shall not be liable to the buyer for any 
damages or losses whatsoever whether caused by the 
negligence or other breach of duty by the Company, its 
employees or agents or otherwise that may either directly 
or indirectly be occasioned by the goods or by the use of the 
goods or connected with the goods in any other way. 

8.2. No warranty is given that the goods are fit for any particular 
purpose (whether or not such purpose has been made 
known to the Company) except to the extent that the 
Company has advised in writing on the suitability of the 
goods for a particular purpose.

8.3. The buyer acknowledges that where the Company gives 
(either on the packaging of the goods supplied or in 
accompanying literature or in the Company’s trade literature 
dealing with the goods) particular written instructions or 
recommendations for the storage, handling or other use of 
or otherwise in connection with the goods, it is essential that 
those instructions or recommendations should be followed, 
otherwise the nature, characteristics and performance 
of the goods supplied may be adversely affected and 
accordingly the buyer agrees to follow or comply with all 
such instructions or recommendations.

8.4. The buyer acknowledges that the Company has no control 
over the storage or any other use of the goods or over 
weather or other environmental conditions or the actions 
of pests after the goods have been delivered and that each 
of these matters can affect the nature, characteristics and 
performance of goods supplied by the Company.

8.5. The buyer shall indemnify the Company in respect of any 

losses, costs, expenses or liabilities arising out of the goods, 
their use or storage or otherwise.

8.6. Subject as expressly provided in these conditions all 
warranties, conditions or terms implied by statute, common 
law, custom, and practice or otherwise are excluded to the 
fullest extent permitted by law. The Company shall not in 
any circumstances be liable for any indirect or consequential 
losses arising directly or indirectly from or in connection 
with the goods. Without prejudice to the above should the 
Company be found liable in any circumstances including 
negligence or breach of duty in respect of or in connection 
with the goods, any compensation and damages payable 
under any claim or claims howsoever arising shall not in 
aggregate amount to more than the price at which the 
claimant purchased the particular goods forming the subject 
of the claim.

8.7. The buyer acknowledges that the Company’s employees 
or agents are not authorised to make any representation 
or give any warranty or give advice concerning the goods 
unless such representation warranty or advice has been 
confirmed by the Company in writing. In entering into 
the contract the buyer acknowledges that it does not rely 
on, and waives any claim in connection with, any such 
representation or warranty, and does not rely on any advice, 
which is not so confirmed.

8.8. By entering into this contract the buyer acknowledges 
and confirms that it is not a consumer, that it does not 
seek to purchase the goods on its own behalf as an end-
user and that it is purchasing the goods with the intention 
of re-selling the same to consumers in accordance with its 
business.

9. BUYER’S DEFAULT
9.1 If the buyer:

i. refuses or fails to take delivery of the goods tendered in 
accordance with the contract; and/or

ii. breaches any of these conditions including without 
limitation failure or delay in payments for any goods (or 
part thereof) on the due date; and/or

iii. makes any voluntary arrangement with creditors or 
becomes bankrupt or has a receiver appointed in 
respect of all or any part of the buyer’s assets; and/or

iv. (being a company) commences to be wound up (other 
than solely for the purposes of solvent amalgamation or 
reconstruction) or has an administration order made in 
relation to it; and/or

v. is believed by the Company to be in circumstances 
which entitle the Court, or a creditor to appoint or 
seek the appointment of a receiver, administrator or 
manager, or which entitle the Court to make a winding-
up order, or if the buyer takes or suffers any similar or 
analogous action in consequence of debt; and/or

vi. if there is a change in the management or control of the 
buyer; and/or

vii. if the buyer is in breach of the terms of clause 9.2 below 
and/or

9.2 If the Company reasonably apprehends that any of the 
above in 9.1 will or may in its opinion occur or be about to 
occur in relation to the buyer the Company may without 
prejudice to its other rights forthwith terminate this contract 
and/or require immediate payment of all sums under this 
contract whether or not the price in respect of the goods 
is otherwise due and payable by the buyer at such time 
and/or immediately and without notice enter upon any 
premises of the buyer where goods are stored or where they 
are reasonably thought to be stored for the purposes of 
repossessing them.

9.3 The buyer shall not be entitled to pledge or in any way 
charge by way of security for any indebtedness any of the 
goods in respect of which title has not passed to the buyer 
in accordance with sub-clause 5.6 of this contract and in 
the event that the buyer does so pledge or charge any of 
the goods all moneys owing by the buyer to the Company  
shall (without prejudice to any other right or remedy of the 
Company) forthwith become due and payable.

10. NO WAIVER
10.1 No forbearance or indulgence by the Company shown or 

granted to the buyer whether in respect of these conditions 
or otherwise shall in any way affect or prejudice or be 
regarded as a waiver of any rights of the Company against 
the buyer.

11. GENERAL
11.1 All disputes arising out of or in connection with the contract, 

shall be governed by English law and in entering into the 
contract the buyer submits to the non-exclusive jurisdiction 
of the English Courts.

12. FORCE MAJEURE
12.1 This contract may be terminated or suspended in whole 

or in part by the Company by reason of the prospect, 
happening or result of any industrial dispute, act of God, 
war, civil commotion, legislation, breakdown of machinery, 
inability to obtain supplies, raw materials, equipment, fuel, 
power, components or transportation, inability to obtain 
any necessary import or export or other licences or the 
consent of any governmental authority or any other cause 
or circumstances whatsoever beyond its control without 
liability on the part of Company for any loss or damage 
whatsoever whether direct or indirect. If the Company 
shall elect to terminate this contract pursuant to this clause 
12, and a part only of the goods to be delivered under 
this contract has been so delivered at the time of such 
termination the buyer shall remain liable for payment of 
the part of the price that relates to such delivered goods 
irrespective of termination and payment in respect of that 
part of the price relating to such goods delivered.
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